
Ep 38
10 June 2023

Sharing
photos

Game:
Grabby Word

App: Bitwarden Somethin for Nothin’ :
Working out at home

Music Theme Husbands & Wives

Previous Show In Your Neighbourhood - James Wray

Prompts ● Call 9398 3100
● Text 0485 838 436
● Show notes - magooit.com.au

Next Shows ● Rockaria with the Frankinator, Hugo & the Henshooter 3-6pm
● 4th Dimension until 9pm

NEXT SHOW
Ep 39 - 17 June 2023

Music Theme:

12:00 Disclaimer and studio cutover (if required)

BUMPER Intro and voiceover

Welcome, intro and any special chit chat

SONG - **Love Me Tender** by Elvis Presley (1956) - A song about a husband who expresses his
tender love for his wife and asks her to never leave him.

1 12:05 TIPS & TRICKS - RECAP

Last Time Printing from your phone

Android
Check your printer is compatible and connected to Wifi and phone is on the same Wifi network
Settings -> Printing -> Add Service (look at options on google play store) -> Install
Print from you app and select your printer from the list

Apple
Your printer needs to support AirPrint so check that first.
Make sure printer is connected to Wifi and phone is on the same Wifi network
Print from you app using the share icon []-> select print and choose your printer

SONG Nobodyʼs Business But Mine - Mississippi John Hurt 19s
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2 12:10 TIPS & TRICKS - SOMETHING NEW

This Time Take a Photo and send it to a friend or loved one

Android
● Open your camera and take a photo.
● If you’ve just done that, tap on the photo’s thumbnail in the camera app to open the photo. If you're

wanting to share a previously captured photo, open the photo app to find it and open it up.

● Across the bottom you will see some icons Share - Edit - Delete and maybe others
● Tap on share (symbol) and select the sharing method you would like to use. Android will default to

Google Photos but you can look further down for apps including Messages, Messenger (Chats),
WhatsApp (if you have it), More for other things like email, print, etc…

Apple
● Similarly selecting the photo to share, you tap the share icon (square with arrow).
● At the top you can choose to send location or not.
● Scroll through apps to select the desired option then go.

SONG - **Ac-Cent-Tchu-Ate The Positive** by Bing Crosby & The Andrew Sisters (1944) - A song about
a husband and wife who accentuate the positive and eliminate the negative in their lives. 12s

ADS

SONG All Of Me (1931) - Buble

SWEEP
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STINGER NEWS

3 12:23 NEWS 1 - WWDC
Apples Word Wide Developers Conference for 2023 landed on Wednesday this week and there was lots to
talk about as usual. CEO Tim Cook opened with his usual Keynote presentation and not surprisingly hardly
mentioned the term AI for the duration… instead he focussed on the familiar phrase machine learning,
which after all is what AI is right?

Apple devices are well known as the most secure devices in the world, with your data privacy being of
utmost importance, so talk of AI and all that jazz is not something Apple are going to buy into - at least not
as openly and as blatantly as Microsoft and Google.

Instead Tim focussed on the new Apple Tech and if you're looking for some Apples:

● The new 15 inch Macbook Air is a slim and lightweight beast packed with features and promised 18
hours of battery life.

● The Mac studio and Mac Pro range are getting a new chip called the M2 Ultra (50% faster than M1)
and moving away from Intel completely.

● iOS17 is promising a bunch of new features including Contact Posters, voicemail live transcriptions,
and FaceTime video messaging if nobody’s home.

● Some tweaks for autocorrect (no more auto “duck”) and a better search that looks deep into phone
apps including conversation content.

● iPadOS also gets some love including widgets on the lock screen (with live data), you can plug in
external cameras, there’s better PDF editing options and the Health App is now available.

But most excitingly Apple has announced the Vision Pro VR headset slated to land early next year… calling
it a “Spatial Computer”, it will have the ability to run iOS apps in an Augmented Reality environment
allowing control by keyboard, hand gestures and voice… allowing you to literally work and play at the same
time. The cost is ridiculous though, even by Apple’s standards at $3.5K US.

STINGER NEWS 2 - OpenTable scam warning
Have you used one of the online table ordering systems at the pub?

Well, online restaurant-reservation service company OpenTable has warned diners and the hospitality
industry of a new scam that has been targeting them. With the current pandemic situation still around, many
people are opting for contact-free options, and scammers have taken advantage of this by creating an
imposter app that looks like OpenTable.OpenTable has said that diners need to be cautious when receiving
calls from restaurants asking for credit card details. These scammers often pretend to be requesting or
refunding a deposit, but in reality, they are looking to steal credit card information.

In a situation like this, it is important to ask questions and exercise caution before sharing any information.
If you are unsure whether the credit card details are needed, consider hanging up and calling the restaurant
back directly to confirm their identity and whether this information is required.

OpenTable has reminded diners that they should never share any personal or financial information unless
they are certain of the recipient's identity. They also recommend that diners keep an eye out for any
suspicious activity on their credit card statements and report any unauthorised transactions immediately.
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STINGER NEWS 3 - TikTok update
TikTok has been in the news a lot recently, with potential bans looming in the US and a ban already in place
on government-issued devices in Australia. However, despite all the controversy, TikTok has just released
its active user numbers for the Australian market for the first time. According to the social media company's
Australian office, a whopping 8.5 million Australian users are active on the platform every single month.
That's a huge number of people, and it shows just how popular TikTok has become in Australia.

Among those 8.5 million users are 350,000 businesses that use TikTok as a marketing tool to reach new
and existing audiences. This is a testament to the effectiveness of the platform as a marketing tool, and it's
no surprise that so many businesses are jumping on board.

Of course, the recent ban on the TikTok app being used on government-issued devices here in Australia
has raised some concerns about the platform's future. However, with basically 30% of the Australian
population on TikTok, it seems impossible to imagine a ban any stricter than the one in place today for
government devices… After all, no politician would want to risk putting 8.5 million Australians off-side.

It's clear that TikTok has become a huge part of Australian culture, and its popularity shows no signs of
slowing down anytime soon.

While TikTok's 8.5 million users in Australia is an impressive number, it's still well short of the massive scale
of Facebook which sits somewhere between 15 and 20 million users in Oz with around 2.85 Billion
worldwide.

4 12:31 Something for Nothing - Workout at home
Youtube is a great place for entertainment, knowledge and other things but you can also use it to help with
fitness and exercise especially as the weather worsens over the winter months.

Consider what you need and what will work best for you and your individual circumstances.

For example: choose between stretching, yoga, low or high intensity cardio or even target certain parts of
your body for whatever you wish to achieve… taking into account back pain, knee pain and other things
that you may need to consider.

Some great resources include:Yoga with Adriene with over 11 million subscribers check out
5 Minute Full Body Stretch | Total Body Yoga

and Yoga with Kassandra (who focuses more or stretching) with over 2 million subscribers. Check out
10 min Morning Yoga Full Body Stretch - Yoga with Kassandra

Go4Life with Sandy McGrath from the National Institute on Aging - 15-minute Workout for Older Adults

SONG - **Stardust** by Buble (1941/?) - A song about a man who reminisces about his wife who is no
longer with him and the stardust of their love.stays at home and drinks rum and Coca-Cola. 3s

ADS
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SONG - **Rum And Coca-Cola** by The Andrews Sisters (1945) - A song about a wife who works for
the Yankee dollar while her husband

SWEEP

5 12:47 TECH HISTORY - WHAT HAPPENED THIS WEEK

1976: VHS (Video Home System) video recorders were introduced in the USA based on a standard
developed by JVC… competing with and eventually killing off the Sony Betamax format in 1987.

1983: The science fiction film WarGames is released. Notable for bringing the hacking phenomena to the
attention of the American public. The film’s NORAD set was the most expensive ever built at the time at a
cost of $1 million dollars. Not widely known is that the movie studio provided the film’s star, Matthew
Broderick, with the arcade games Galaga and Galaxian so he could get first-hand experience before
shooting the film’s arcade scenes.

1984: Tetris was born in Russia and has since become one of the biggest games of all-time.

2005: Apple announces they will be using Intel processors in Mac computers and this week they say that’s
it for Intel processors. I guess 18 years is long enough.

5b MUSIC HISTORY - WHAT HAPPENED THIS WEEK

1978: Grease stars John Travolta and Olivia Newton-John scored a No.1 hit on the Billboard Hot 100 with
“You’re the One that I Want,”

1989: Jason Donovan became the first Australian actor to debut at the top of the UK pop chart with “Sealed
with a Kiss.”

2004: The amazing singer songwriter - Ray Charles died at the age of 73.

2016: Rod Stewart was knighted in the Queen's Birthday Honours list for services to music and charity.

AND…If it’s your birthday today, you share it with singer and actress - Judy Garland who of course is best
known as Dorothy from The Wizard of Oz in 1939, where she sang Over the Rainbow. The song was voted
“Song of the Century” in a 2001 poll published in America… don’t believe me? Google it🙂

SONG
- **Paper Doll** by Mills Brothers (1943) - A song about a man who prefers a paper doll to a
real woman who broke his heart. 5s
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6 12:52 DISCUSSIONS - Does tech make you lazy?

Many people claim that technology doesn’t make you lazy but rather just helps you do things more
efficiently. Although it may seem like social media, entertainment systems, and delivery apps are increasing
our laziness, it also shows that we have made technological advancements.

https://medium.com/tech-topics/is-technology-making-us-lazier-1092674f8eee

SONG - **Unchained Melody** by The Righteous Brothers (1965) - A song about a husband who
longs for his wife's touch and waits for her return. (5 sec out) 0s

ADS

SONG Bye Bye Love (1957) 4s

SWEEP

7 13:08 FUTURE TECH from the Innovation Hub - Brain Implants
We’ve previously talked about Brain Reading which looked at external head mounted EEG caps and using
it to control robotic arms with brain signals alone, well…

The world of science and technology is constantly
evolving, and this exciting development now
means we can actually connect people's brains to
computers. Elon Musk's Neuralink has been
making headlines for its ambitious plans to create a
brain-computer interface (BCI), but it turns out
they're not the only ones making progress in this
area.

Just weeks ago, surgeons at West Virginia
University worked with a New York-based startup
called Precision Neuroscience to place thin strips
of a cellophane-like material on the brains of three
patients. These thumbnail-sized strips are
designed to conform to the surface of the brain
without damaging its delicate tissue.

During the 15 minutes that the devices were in
place, they were able to read, record, and map
electrical activity in part of the patients' temporal
lobes, which helps process sensory input. The
patients were already in the hospital to have brain
tumours removed, and doctors used Precision's
devices alongside standard electrodes.

While this was just a small pilot study, it is an
important step towards building a brain-computer
interface that could revolutionise the way we
interact with technology. BCIs have the potential to
help people with a variety of conditions, such as
paralysis or ALS, to communicate and control
devices using their thoughts.

Incidentally, amyo-trophic lateral sclerosis (ALS),
also known as Lou Gehrig's Disease, is a rare
neurological disease that affects motor
neurons—being those nerve cells in the brain and
spinal cord that control voluntary muscle movement
like chewing, walking, and talking.
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SONG
- **You've Lost That Lovin' Feelin'** (John Farham, Olivia, Anthony Warlow) (Live) - A song
about a husband who pleads with his wife to bring back the passion in their relationship. 5s

8 13:16 IN THE SOCIALS

https://www.armadale.wa.gov.au/events/raising-children-digital-world
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https://www.armadale.wa.gov.au/whats-events-workshops

https://www.armadale.wa.gov.au/events/tech-time

https://www.armadale.wa.gov.au/events/bowel-cancer-education-session

https://www.armadale.wa.gov.au/events/digital-photo-sorting

https://www.armadale.wa.gov.au/events/engaging-volunteers-positive-promotion

https://www.armadale.wa.gov.au/events/liveup-welcome-upside-ageing

https://www.armadale.wa.gov.au/events/talking-your-kids-about-sexual-health

https://www.armadale.wa.gov.au/events/beyond-birds-and-bees

SONG
- **My Girl** by The Temptations (1964) - A song about a man who praises his wife for being his
sunshine andmaking him happy. 10s

ADS

SONG
Canʼt Take My Eyes Off You (1967/ 1980) (15s)

SWEEP
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9 13:27 TECH - THE ABSURD - Qoobo

Qoobo (Q-Bo) a tailed cushion that heals your
heart.

Stroke it and the tail waves gently
Rub it and the tail swings playfully
And, it occasionally wags just to say hello.

Features: lifelike tail movements
It’s the right weight and size to cuddle
And it has soft and smooth fur - which doesn’t
moult. Qoobo also comes in 7 colours with
different fur textures.

On the tin
“It's comforting communication that warms your heart
the way animals do. Begin your "tail therapy" today
and wrap yourself with fuzzy love.”

Checkout qoobo.info for more details.

SONG To Love Somebody (1967/2013) Buble 10s

10 13:33 LISTENER QUESTION (Peter in Cannington)
How do I stop my phone screen going dark?

1. If you mean the phone going completely back after a certain time then adjust the Screen Timeout.
Settings -> Display -> Screen Timeout

2. If you mean brightness level changing automatically then turn off adaptive brightness
Settings -> Display -> Adaptive brightness

You can also set manual brightness which won’t change if Adaptive Brightness is off.

Adaptive brightness does learn though (as you tweak it) so don’t be too hasty to turn it off.

SONG - **Your Song** by Elton John (1970) - A song about a husband who dedicates a simple but
heartfelt song to his wife and says howwonderful life is with her in it. 7s

ADS
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SONG For Once In My Life (1965/1967)

SWEEP

11 13:45 APP OF THE DAY - Bitwarden (Free version available)

You really should be using a password
manager these days and with recent
problems with some apps, you might
be hesitant to trust them. Soon enough
PASSKEYS should take over but it will
take time for everyone to get on board
with the new tech. In the interim
Bitwarded is a great choice.

As far as password managers go, Bitwarden checks all the right
boxes. For instance, it supports two-factor authentication and
secure password sharing. Bitwarden also implements a
password generator and can help you import passwords from
other services. Best of all, it's free and open-source.

On the tin
“Our secure cloud syncing features allow you and your team to
access vault data from anywhere, on any device.

With end-to-end encryption, all sensitive data is encrypted
before it ever leaves your device, keeping your data secure
when managing and sharing passwords.”

SONG
- **Your Song** by Elton John (1970) - A song about a husband who dedicates a simple but
heartfelt song to his wife and says howwonderful life is with her in it.
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12 13:46 GAME OF THE WEEK - Grabby Word

Cute little word game by PlayZot.
It’s a bit of a mix between scrabble and othello.

You take turns with an opponent (computer or human) laying tiles on
the board to make up words.

When it’s your opponent’s turn, they can try to steal tiles (points) from
your words by putting letters at both ends of your words (or part of
words). The tiles change colour and they get those points while you
lose those points. There are wild card tiles to use when you need and
the game is over when someone uses up all their tiles.

There’s a tutorial in the game!

Free Android, Apple, but $1.27 Windows Store

Theme Game Music - Random Bed

SONG
- **Let's Stay Together** by Tina Turner) - A song about a husband who declares his love for
his wife and says he wants to stay with her forever. 4s

END SONG
- **I Want to KnowWhat Love Is** by Foreigner (1984) - A song about a husband who wants to
knowwhat love is and asks his wife to show him and teach him how to love.

SPARE
SONGS - **The Power of Love** by Celine Dion - A song about a wife who feels the power of love with

her husband and says he is the only one she wants in her life.

- **Three Times a Lady** by Commodores (1978) - A song about a husband who praises his
wife for being three times a lady: he loves her, he wants her, he needs her.
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